A Secure SaaS-Based Bank Connectivity Solution

Facing complex banking processes – including multiple banking relationships, high costs and operational inefficiencies – both banks and corporations need to streamline their bank connectivity processes.

But if you can streamline your bank connectivity processes, you can simplify your operations, easily access domestic and international banking services, and quickly respond to customers’ demand for new services.

**FIS® Swift Services (formerly Managed Bank Connectivity)** is a secure SaaS-based connectivity solution and comprehensive bank communications channel. It securely connects you with your global banking partners through direct or indirect connectivity, including SWIFT and other exchanges or networks.

As part of the service, FIS can manage the entire relationship for any SWIFT member bank, from administration to onboarding. And we can facilitate connectivity with one of our three SWIFT Service Bureaus (SSBs), which are located in the U.S. and Europe.

---

**EASILY CONNECT TO YOUR PARTNERS**

Connect to your banking partners either directly or indirectly, without the need for IT or administration resources.

**ACCESS SWIFT SERVICES**

Easily access all of SWIFT’s global network services – including the gpi service – over FIN, FileAct and InterAct via one of our three SWIFT Service Bureaus.

**LEVERAGE INTEGRATION**

Simplify your operations with integrated processing and delivery of messages and files, including banking, ERP, treasury and payments systems.
FIS SWIFT SERVICES
A Secure SaaS-Based Bank Connectivity Solution

REDUCE ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS

We manage your connectivity and administrative requirements for you as a service – reducing your total cost of ownership and operational costs compared to an on-premise solution.

ADD OR CHANGE BANKS EASILY

Interface with your new banking partners faster, without needing additional time and resources.

TRUST IN THE HIGHEST SECURITY STANDARDS

Our SWIFT Service Bureau has the highest standards of reliability and security. We manage our centralized bank connectivity hub in a secure data facility with disaster recovery, full redundancy, backup and real-time data replication.

ACCESS ADDITIONAL VALUE-ADD SERVICES

Banks can choose from numerous other services, including SWIFT gpi, SWIFT UETR, corporate services over SWIFT and OFAC screening services. Corporations can take advantage of electronic bank account management, bank account statement aggregation, payment hub and bank fee analysis.

TRANSFORM AND NORMALIZE DATA

Many corporate and financial institution customers require data to be provided in various formats. Swift Services transforms and normalizes data for both payments and statements.

Simplify your bank connectivity.

GETINFO@FISGLOBAL.COM

355+ Clients use FIS’ SWIFT service bureaus

47+ million SWIFT messages processed by FIS annually